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Abstract

This paper describes the derivation of probability of
correctness from scores assigned by most recognizers�
Motivation for this research is three�fold� �i� proba�
bility values can be used to rerank the output of any
recognizer by using a new set of training data� if the
training data is su�ciently large and representative of
the test data� the recognition rates are seen to improve
signi�cantly� �ii� derivation of probability values puts
the output of di	erent recognizers on the same scale�
this makes comparison across recognizers trivial� and
�iii� word recognition can be readily extended to phrase
and sentence recognition because the integration of lan�
guage models becomes straightforward�

We have conducted an extensive set of experiments�
The results show a reranking of recognition choices
based on the derived probability values leading to an
enhancement in performance� The performance of
many di	erent digit recognizers improved by 
���
points on a blind set of images�

� Introduction

We present in this paper the groundwork for the use
of Bayesian methodology in integration of recognizers
with any subsequent processing by deriving meaning�
ful probabilistic measures from recognizers� We also
address the important notion of scalability of scores
��� and show how scores from di�erent recognizers can
be compared� Such normalization of scores under a
common scale promotes e�ective combination of rec�
ognizers� Finally� it is our conjecture that the proba�
bility values themselves are more precise in what they
convey than the typically output scores of recognizers�

Previously� researchers have assumed in majority of
the work ���� �	�� that the recognizer merely provides

a ranked list of classes for each input pattern and is
associated with distance measures which are largely
ignored by subsequent stages� Our interest is in
deriving probabilistic correctess measures from word
recognizers� such that their output will be suitable for
integration with subsequent stages such as linguistic
processing ��� 
� �� ��� in sentence recognition and
classier combination ��� ���� Further� we expect
that the recognition rate to improve because of the
additional re�training required by our methodology�

��� Word Recognition Background

In this paper we will draw examples from handwrit�
ten word recognition to illustrate our point� However�
the methodology described is equally applicable to all
pattern classication tasks� The practical implemen�
tation of word recognizers use a lexicon of limited size
�Figure ��� Given the image of a handwritten word
and a lexicon of possible words� the task is one of
ranking the lexicon based on the �goodness� of match
between each lexicon entry and the word image� Typi�
cally� the word recognizer computes a measure of �sim�
ilarity� between each lexicon entry and the word image
and uses this measure to sort the lexicon in descend�
ing order of the similarity measure ��� �
�� The lexicon
entry with the highest similarity is the top choice of
the recognizer� The top m choices are often referred
to as the confusion set �A�� They constitute the lex�
icon entry that is the true match to the input image
and the neighboring lexicon entries that are similar in
some feature space�
The similarity measures returned by recognizers

are also referred to in the literature as �condence
scores� and �distance measures�� C��ijX�� the
condence of the recognize on class �i by analyzing
pattern X � Given the same pattern� two recognizers
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Figure �� I�O behavior of a word recognizer� Input is the
word image and a lexicon of possible choices� Output is
the lexicon sorted by some con�dence measure� The top m
choices form the neighborhood or the confusion set�

may return the exact same ranking of the lexicon with
di�erent associated scores� Further� even the scores of
the recognizers can be identical� but the information
conveyed is still di�erent� In order to interpret what
the signicance of a particular score returned by a
recognizer is� one needs to study the behavior of the
recognizer over several input patterns�

��� Intutive Problem Description

Following is the analogy that should clarify the
point being made� Teacher A and Teacher B want to
evaluate the prociency of students in Math� Both
teachers give an exam to n students �S�� � � � Sn� and
grade the students� responses� Teacher A examines
the student�s response and gives a score of ��� to the
student �Sj� with the best answers �other students get
lower scores�� Teacher B gives a score of ��� to the
same student �Sj� which is also the highest score in his
grading� Observing the above� the following questions
become pertinent�

�� Is student Sj the most procient in Math among
the students examined�


� Is the opinion of Teacher B about Sj �s pro�
ciency stronger than that of Teacher A� given that
Teacher B gave the student a higher score�

�� When Teacher A �B� gives the best student a score
of ��� ������ is he correct in his selection of the
best student�

An intutive answer to the rst question would be
that indeed student Sj is the most procient among
the students S� � � � Sn� if he scores the highest consis�
tently over many exams� This eliminates the possibil�
ity of chance occurrence� However� it must be ensured
that all the exams administered are of equal di�culty�
An intutive answer to the second question is that

the information given is insu�cient to make the deter�
mination� The grading policies of both teachers have

to be studied over a large number of tests to quan�
tify their grading behavior� In one teacher�s mind�
��� can mean more than what ��� means to another
teacher� The reason that comparison across teachers
is di�cult is because each teacher has a di�erent no�
tion of what a particular score means� i�e�� the scores
are on a di�erent scale�

It is the third question that we address in this
paper� the students are the lexicon entries� the
teacher is the word recognizer� and the input image
is one exam� Our objective is to assess to what
degree the recognizer is correct in its ability to label
word images� In particular� we are interested in the
ability of the recognizer to choose the best class� The
degree of correctness over a large number of trials
should provide the probability of correctness� It is
fair to assume that the probability of correctness
increases as scores increase� However� the probability
of correctness does not necessarily become � when
the score of the top choice is �����

��� Motivation

No matter what the particular algorithm may be�
all word recognizers invariably compute the �good�
ness� of match between the image and the symbolic
representation of the word� While the distance mea�
sures returned by recognizers are adequate for most
applications where recognition is the nal stage of the
application� we believe that there is a need for true
probabilistic measures� The need for deriving proba�
bility values for the purpose of expressing signal and
language information in a single framework has re�
cently been underscored by Hull ����

This research also makes possible the notion of hav�
ing a common scale� Irrespective of how di�erent rec�
ognizers� using di�erent paradigms� arrive at their dis�
tance scores �or condence values�� when they are con�
verted to probabilities as described above� they are all
at a common scale because they have all been derived
by the same process�

Finally� the most important implication of this
research from a practical viewpoint is that it de�
scribes a methodology of re�ranking the output of a
recognizer based on probability values �derived from
the condence scores� which opens the possibility of
improving the recognition rate of the recognizer� In
fact� our expriments with digit recognizers �reported
in section �� show that the improvement is very
pronounced in inherently poor recognizers� This
is quite remarkable given the fact that we have no
access to the features and classication process of the
recognizer� The improvements are due to additional



training brought to bear upon the problem which
reveals insights into the behavior of the recognizer�

��� Paper Organization

Section 
 outlines the precise statement of the
problem in general mathematical terms and describes
the di�culty in nding a solution� We elaborate
the methodology developed for deriving probability
values from condence scores returned by recognizers�
Section � presents the application of sentence recogni�
tion to support our claim that probability values from
word recognizers allow natural integration with other
stages of a recognition engine� Section � describes the
experiments supporting our methodology for both
words as well as digits�

� DPS� Deriving Probability given

Score
Our task is to take a recognizer given as a blackbox�

observe its behavior on an input pattern� and derive
probability of correctness of its output� The general
problem can be mathematically described as follows�
Let � � f��� ��� ���� �cg be the set of c classes and

X be the input pattern� We dene PX
� as the prob�

ability distribution on � generated by the pattern X�
Traditionally� a recognizer returns C��ijX�� where C
is the �condence� measure� Our objective is to de�
rive P ��ijX�� the probability for a class to be the true
class �top choice� given the input pattern X� Using
Bayes� rule

P ��ijX� �
P �X j�i�� P ��i�

P �X�
���

Without any additional information� we can reason�
ably assume that all classes �i� have the same chance
of being the truth� In other words� the �truthing� dis�
tribution of classes is uniform and� P ��i� can be ap�
proximated by �

c
� However� it is di�cult to compute

the state conditional probability P �X j�i�� It corre�
sponds to the probability of an input pattern given
a particular class as a truth� P �X� is di�cult to
compute because there are innite number of possi�
ble shapes in which X can appear�
We circumvent the di�culty in computing P ��ijX��

by falling back to the classic denition of probability�
This denition records the frequency of an event of
interest over many trials� However� given a particu�
lar pattern� a recognizer provides the same ranking of
classes� no matter how many times the trials are re�
peated� In other words� there is no notion of random�
ness inherent in this process� One way of introducing

randomness is to generate repeated trials with a large
number of patterns that are �similar� to the input pat�
tern� The notion of �similarity� used will be dened
further� A set of similar patterns� X are generated to
constitute the trials of the process� X is built during
a re�training phase �given that the recognizer in the
blackbox was trained before� and contains the input
pattern X and its neighbors� In our analogy� this is the
process of constructing more exams for the students
where all the exams are of the same di�culty level
as the rst� It is this �re�training� that brings addi�
tional �knowledge� to bear upon the problem leading
to potentially improved recognition rate�
Using the basic denition of probability we can es�

timate P ��ijX� by counting the number of times �i is
the top choice in the ranked lexicon during jXj trials
where jX j is the number of input patterns contained
in the set X�

�P ��ijX� �

X
u�X

�u���i�

jXj
�
�

where�

�u���i� �

�
� if �i � � is the top choice given u � X

� otherwise
�

���
Since the identity of X is not known� it is not easy

to nd the neighbors ofX � The task becomes tractable
if we make the assumption that the true class is always
present in the confusion set A �top m choices output
by the recognizer�� Based on this assumption� the
neighborhood set X can be written as

X �

i�m�
i��

X
i

j � ���

where X
i

j represents the subset of images that belong
to class �i and C��ijX � image of class �i� �
�j � �� j � �� and � is a small number described in the
following subsection�

��� Re�training

C��ijX � image of class �i� is computed for
every image of every class and serves as the image�s
tag� Thus� all the images belonging to a particular
class can be quantized into clusters based on the range
of score received� We can choose the � interval so
that the images within the cluster of a particular class
are all �similar� in the feature space of the recognizer
used� One cluster from the images of each class in A
will form the set of trial images X for retraining�
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Figure �� ASCII words that form set A and their scores�
given the word image ��Buffalo���

For the purpose of illustrating our methodology� we
have adopted the following clustering procedure� The
di�erence between the maximum and minimum scores
received is used to nd the range of scores for images of
one class� This range was equally divided into equal
intervals of size 
�� Images with score j belong to
cluster X i

j � where X belongs to the class �i�
	�� samples of images of the word �BUFFALO�

were taken� A word recognizer ��
� was invoked with
the following 
 inputs� �i� the sample of image of
�BUFFALO� and �ii� a single lexicon entry� BUF�
FALO� The idea is to tag each image with the score
C��BUFFALO jX belongs to �BUFFALO�� the distance
between the input sample and the word recognizer�s
notion of a prototype of �BUFFALO�� Table � shows
the clusters obtained by choosing 
�� � ���
Other clustering techniques �	� �� ��� can be used

as well� Some interesting observations become note�
worthy� First� we notice that the word recognizer does
re�ect our intutive sense of similarity� Writing styles
seem to get sloppy as the cluster distance increases�
Second� noise in the image contributes to a lower score
even if the writing style is quite good�
If the classes in the confusion set A are as seen in

Figure 
 with their respective scores� then X is

X
Buffalo

���� �X
Beauty

���� �X
Bounty

���� �X
Niagara

���� �X
North

���� �

�	�
We can evaluate probability values as�

P ��BUFFALOjX unknown image� �
Nb

jXj
BUFFALO

jXj
�

���

where Nb
jXj
BUFFALO is the number of times �BUF�

FALO� is present as the top choice among jXj trials�

� Sentence Recognition Application
Sentence recognition applications deal with� �i� an

input sentence image� �ii� word recognition results for
each word image in the sentence� and �iii� a language
source expressed by the word�part�of�speech distribu�
tions ��� 
� �� ���

A sentence image I � i�i����in is assigned to the
sequence of clusters I � I�I����In where each Ik�
fk � ����n�g is a cluster containing the k�th input word
image and n is the number of handwritten word im�
ages� This provides a mapping from the space of word
images to the space of clusters of word images�

The problem consists of determining an optimal
word�part�of�speech path �W�T �� given the input sen�
tence image I � i�i����in� The optimal path �W�T ��

can be written as�

�W�T �� � argmax
	W�T 


P ��W�T �jI� ���

Equation � illustrates the use of a Bayesian frame�
work to integrate signal and language can be written
as a product of two terms�

The language part of the model is given by Equa�
tion ��

� Experimental Results

We have conducted experiments with handwritten
word recognizers and handwritten digit recognizers�
In case of handwritten word recognizers� we cannot
report actual improvement of recognition rates
because of the sparseness of data� It is di�cult to
nd many samples of the same word� On the other
hand� samples of handwritten digits are abundantly
available�

��� Word Recognition

There were ��
� images of 
� di�erent words col�
lected for the experiment� Following is the procedure
adopted�

�� Clusters are created by submitting each image in
the re�training data set �several samples of the
same ASCII exist� to the word recognizer with
only the exact truth in the lexicon�


� The samples are put in 	 di�erent clusters by sim�
ply dividing the range of scores into 	 zones and
allowing each sample image to fall into a zone�

�� The word recognizer runs on each image in the
test set�

�� For each of the top m choices returned� all sam�
ples of images corresponding to the same class
and the score range are put together into a single
group �X��

	� Each of the sample images in this group are sent
to the word recognizer�



Clusterj Range of Con�dence Cluster Size Samples

X
Buffalo

� ���� � � � ���� �

X
Buffalo

� 
��� � � � ���� �
�

X
Buffalo

� ���� � � � 	��� ���

X
Buffalo

� ���� � � � ���� 



X
Buffalo

� ���� � � � ���� �

Table �� ��� images of Bu�alo divided into � clusters based on the con�dence scores received during the re�training phase� �
used is 	

�W�T �� � arg max
	W�T 


�
�j�nY
j��

L��wj � tj�� �wj��� tj���� �wj��� tj����� P �wj jij�

�
� ���

�� Probability values are computed based on the
presence of the word in the top choice�

Following tables show the output of the word
recognizer on � examples� The truth �identity� is
unknown to the testing program� We display the
probability value for each ASCII word and rerank the
confusion set with respect to these probability values�

TRUTH� �EVERYTHING�

TOP� ASCII SCORES PROBABILITIES

�� insurance ����� �����

�� everything ����	 ���	�


� deductible 	���� ���	�

�� valuables ����� �����

�� completely ���
� �����

TRUTH� �ESTIMATES�

TOP� ASCII SCORES PROBABILITIES

� � insurance ����� ���
	

� � estimates ��	�� �����

� � valuables ����� ���	�

� � family ��
�� ���	�


 � expensive ����	 �����

TRUTH� �RUINED�

TOP� ASCII SCORES PROBABILITIES

� � ruined 
���	 ���
�

� � insurance ����� ����


� � valuables ����� ����


� � between 
���
 ���
�


 � caused ���	� �����

��� Digit Recognition

Five digit recognizers ���� �GSC� GRAD� KP�
HISTO� POLY� were tested for recognition rate im�
provement� DPS �Derivation of Probability given
Score� uses the methodology described in this paper

to improve upon the output provided by the digit rec�
ognizers� The performance improvement is shown in
Table � for di�erent blind image sets�

� Summary
We have presented a methodology for deriving

probability values given recognition scores assigned to
classes� We have argued that these probability values
are more informative and useful in a variety of applica�
tions including� but not limited to� multiple classier
methodologies and statistical language modeling� We
have shown how the task of integrating language infor�
mation and word recognition can be done very simply
by treating them as probability scores�
We have also noted that in case of poor handwrit�

ing styles� the probability measures actually improve
the recognition process� One clear advantage of the
method described here is that the method works with
the recognizers as blackboxes� Improving the perfor�
mance of the recognizer simply involves re�training
with a new set of images� The additional knowl�
edge acquired during the re�training contributes to im�
proved recognition rates as seen in the case of ve digit
recognizers tested�
The work presented in this paper opens several new

research areas�

�� In the future� we would like to study the impact
of the size of the clusters on the recognition rates�
The clustering scheme must ensure that the im�
ages in a cluster are similar� For some clustering
schemes this can cause certain clusters to have
very few images and some to be overly dense�


� Another area of promise is the method of nd�



L��wj � tj�� �wj��� tj���� �wj��� tj���� �
P ��wj � tj�j�wj��� tj���� �wj��� tj����

P �wj � tj�
���

GSC GRAD KP HISTO POLY

Images � � � � � � � � � �
��� �� �� �� �� �� �� 	� 	� �	 ��
	�� �� �� ���
 ���
 ���� �� 	��� 	��� �� ��
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Figure �� Improvement in recognition rate of digit recognizers by using the DPS method

ing X � What we have proposed in this paper is
just one of many possible approaches� We have
focused on the confusion set A to create the set
of trials� Each cluster X

i

j is �pure� in that all
its images are of the same class ��i�� Given that
the purpose of creating X is to nd all the im�
ages that can confuse with the input image we
should also include in the clusters those images
that are incorrectly labeled as �i� This creates
a more realistic set of trials� We will experiment
with this method and expect to see an even bigger
improvement in performance�

�� The idea of deriving probabilities from other
types of scores can be extended to many appli�
cations� Recognition systems with several com�
ponents �e�g�� bank check recognition system�
address recognition system etc��� can use this
methodology to put the nal scores in a Bayesian
framework� We would like to see the impact of
this work in reading handwritten addresses in the
future�
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